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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon everyone, 
The explosion in the number of digital TV channels and the availability of new methods of delivery means that pressure is on programme makers to change their infrastructure to make major reductions in costs while increasing flexibility. I’m going to talk about a BBC project that is looking at tackling the problems by looking to the IT industry.
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Mass-market IT infrastructure

• IT market much larger than broadcast market
– global PC sales now exceed 100 million / year

• Lower infrastructure costs
– IDE storage now €6 / GB  (& CD-RW storage now €2 / GB)
– Fast Ethernet switches now €25 / port

• DV cameras & PC editing increasingly used for 
production

• Re-authoring for Internet simplified

• Reuse of material aided by easy metadata handling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The IT market is much larger than that for traditional broadcast equipment – over 100 million PCs were shipped in 1999.
This means that basic hardware costs are much less – for example hard disk storage costs about 6 Euros per GB. And their performance now makes standard PCs serious contenders for video production - DV cameras are helping this too.
Handling the programme material on PCs makes it easier to integrate with technologies that are naturally suited to computers – for example re-authoring for the Internet. And of course metadata – vital for efficient reuse of material – is naturally suited to databases.
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• Infrastructure re-engineering
• The ORBIT project
• Architectures
• Distributed components & services

– Example of content access

• Content formats
• Technologies
• Standards

A distributed programme making 
environment using IT-based technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what I’ll be talking about
Although there’s a lot of IT in use in broadcasting, it tends to be in islands, so process engineering is necessary to make real changes.
 I’ll introduce the BBC’s ORBIT project that is looking at this area. 
The architectures we're working on, particularly for production. 
Software technology to allow functionality to be distributed over IT networks.
The formats and technologies we're using and how these effect costs.
And I’ll say a bit about relevant standardisation work.
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Infrastructure re-engineering
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the traditional way of producing programmes, video and audio process stages are connected by tapes or coaxial cable using a range of storage and transport formats. Metadata is kept in a variety of incompatible legacy formats. ->
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Infrastructure re-engineering
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
-> This is more typical of today. Asset management systems are replacing the filing cabinets etc that hold the programme metadata, but much of the a/v infrastructure is still based around existing equipment,
-  requiring dedicated interfaces to link the two sides. ->
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Infrastructure re-engineering
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
-> We are now seeing networks being put in to handle the essence. Typically these are quite costly, perhaps using Fibre Channel and high performance servers. This is partly due to the use of only mild compression. The cost of the networks means they are not suitable to allow widespread desktop access to material.
->
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Infrastructure re-engineering
Metadata
& essence
combined

IT infrastructure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-> This is where we’re trying to get to – the fully integrated approach where staff access the metadata and material from the same workstations. Only by going this far will we see real savings.
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ORBIT - Object Reconfigurable Broadcast 
Infrastructure Trial
• Identify best practice for distributed IT-based 

programme-making infrastructure
– content handling & desktop access to material
– linkage of media asset management and content handling
– suitability for use on corporate-wide scale
– reconfigurability 

• for different types of production process
• for different content formats 

– recommendations on suitable content formats

• Develop set of interconnected networks 
– production, playout & archiving
– enable controlled access between areas while allowing 

users ownership of their own material

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The potential advantages of this approach are great for a large organisation such as the BBC. But a lot of issues are raised – so the BBC has set up the ORBIT project to identify best practice in these areas:
How to handle content on mass market IT hardware and access material on the desktop
How to implement the linkage between metadata and essence
To address scalability issues for a large broadcaster
How to ensure re-configurability for different genres of production and for different types of content
And also to investigate what content formats are suitable for this type of infrastructure
ORBIT is a practical project and so is developing a set of interconnected networks for production, playout & archiving. 
Here I’ll be mainly concentrating on production.
One big issue is how do teams control their own material, whilst allow others to look at it. -> 
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ORBIT architecture
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
  -> The architecture being developed reflects this – it’s aimed a set of production teams each working on a single episode from a series of programmes. Facilities and storage can be assigned to individual teams or can be shared.

As teams are set up for relatively short periods, it's essential that the architecture is flexible enough that it can be reconfigured quickly.

Production staff can access archive material across an inter-area network via the gateways shown here - part of the work of the project is in defining these
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ORBIT architecture - production area
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we see more detail of one of the production teams and the shared facilities. (I haven't shown the network connections within the dotted ovals). 

Production staff use their desktop machines to access process stages in their local area or in the shared area. These include capture from VTR or camcorders, searching & browsing, editing, quality monitoring and transcoding for delivery to playout. Each of these will have both a metadata and essence aspect.

We're supporting several approaches to editing. A craft editor can work at online quality. A rough edit list can be put together at browse resolution and used to guide the online editor, or if only simple transitions are involved, the final edit list can sent to an conforming process.

Here I've shown content belonging to the team for each programme, and also common storage for clips used in multiple episodes.

*** 5 MINUTES TO HERE ***
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Distributed components and services

• Functionality distributed across co-operating software 
components

• Client components on workstations
– Intake Control, Essence Viewer, Metadata Viewer, Clip List...

• Service components on servers
– Intake Service, Metadata Service, Content Service, 

Transcoder, RS-422 Control...

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I'm now going to talk about the software architecture for such a distributed system.
Each of the processes involves at least two co-operating software components.
Workstation applications are typically built up from a number of client components - often these have a graphical user interface - and talk to Service components for Intake, Metadata searching metadata, accessing content, & so on. 
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Search application
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example of one of the applications from the first phase of the project – the search application. You can enter a metadata query, get a list of matching clips and view the essence and metadata for the clip.
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Distributed components and services

• Technological approaches include:
– Web-based client/server technology

• HTTP
• XML …

– Remote procedure calls
– Object middleware

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There’s a number of approaches to implementing distributed software systems. One is to employ technologies developed for web access, such as HTTP for transfer and  XML for representing information.
This type of technology is well suited to metadata handling, but perhaps less so to the functional requirements of controlling transfer of video and audio.
Remote procedure calls are a traditional way of distributing software accross multiple machines, but don't fit in so well with modern object oriented programming practices, and are being superseded by object middleware, which is at the heart of the software technology used by ORBIT. ->
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Object middleware

• Interconnects object-oriented components which may 
be running on different machines
– clients see “proxies” to server objects

• Major offerings are D-COM, EJB/RMI and CORBA

• ORBIT uses a CORBA middleware layer
– open
– multi-platform & multi-language
– choice of vendors
– standard services: Naming, Trading, Event, Notification
– DSM-CC

• Developed by INESC, Portugal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-> Object middleware sits between application software and the network and connects object-oriented components which  can run on different machines, so that clients effectively work with a local proxy of a remote object.
There are three main players in this area
- Microsoft's D-COM: an distributed enhancement of their Component Object Model 
- Sun have their Java solutions using Remote Method Interface & Enterprise Java Beans
- and CORBA, standardised by the Object Management Group. ORBIT uses CORBA because it's open, available on most platforms and for many programming languages, and CORBA implementations are available from a number of suppliers.
A number of useful standard CORBA Services are also available, such as the Naming Service for finding other services.
MPEG's DSM-CC specification for video-on-demand and data carousels uses CORBA-compatible interfaces.
ORBIT's middleware system is being developed by INESC in Portugal.

*** 9  MINUTES TO HERE ***
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I'll now show you a simplified example of how the search application you saw earlier makes use of a number of services.
- Initially all it knows about is a Naming Service. 
- It asks this to find a Metadata service - this will have registered itself earlier with the Naming Service
- and the Naming Service returns a CORBA reference to the Metadata Service.
- The client then sends a query to the Metadata Service
- which accesses a database holding the actual metadata.
- One item of metadata is a unique label identifying the material - this will eventually be a UMID, but until this is standardised we're using a home-made label.
 - The application then makes use of another service - the Content Locator - to find out where the clip is held. This two stage approach allows essence to be moved or copied between servers without having to change the metadata.
- So the workstation uses the Naming Service again to fins a Content Locator and sends it the unique ID. It then gets back a reference to the content itself, on this server.
- The server runs a Content Service that on request creates a Content Player object which the application uses to control playout. The client and server set up a connection to transfer the video and audio. Currently this uses TCP sockets, but this is independent of the CORBA control, so for example could use an ATM connection. If required, QoS parameters can be set up for the connection.
- The application can then control the playout using VTR-like commands.

When the clip is finished with the connection is torn down and the player destroyed.
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*** 11 MINUTES TO HERE ***
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The way the workstation accesses the metadata database via an intermediary - the Metadata Service - is a simple example of what IT people call a multi-tier system. These are becoming common for distributed databases as they can cut down the size of client applications, can reduce the load on client machines, can reduce network traffic, and scale well. ORBIT is looking into the use of multi-tier access in several places. In particular to implement the gateways between the areas.
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Content formats

• Focus is on MPEG for video essence
– MPEG-1 for browse, MPEG-2 422P@ML for full quality
– Long-GOP and I-frame-only MPEG as appropriate
– ATLANTIC processing techniques preserve quality with 

long-GOP MPEG

• System extensible to support DV, M-JPEG, etc.

• Wrapper information identifies essence format and 
synchronises audio, video and metadata
– Currently ORBIT implements its own wrapper
– AAF for interchange with online editor
– MXF for delivery of finished programme to playout

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In ORBIT we've chosen to focus on using MPEG compression for the video - MPEG-1 for browsing and MPEG-2 for full quality. We're building on the work of the ATLANTIC project which developed transcoding and switching techniques that make long-GOP MPEG more suitable for production. This means that high-quality production can be done with relatively low bitrates on the content servers - 20 Mb/s or less. However I-frame MPEG is also employed as necessary, for example for craft editing. 
Other formats, notably DV and M-JPEG need to be supported, and here the use of a suitable wrapper format aids flexibility. We are developing interfaces with editors using the new AAF format, and intend to use Pro-MPEG's MXF for delivery to playout servers.
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Storage requirements for production area
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• Six teams each working on a 
40-minute episode

• 40:1 shooting ratio
• no material destroyed

• 15 days shooting per episode
• 30 days post production per episode
• 20 Mbit/s full quality
• 3 Mbit/s browse quality

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here's some typical storage requirements when we use 20 Mb/s long GOP MPEG-2 for the bulk of the full quality storage. This assumes we have six teams each working on a 40 minute episode with individual essence and quite a high shooting ratio of 40:1. The graph shows the total amount of storage as material comes in and is then edited. We need about 1.5 Terabytes storage for the full quality material and about 200 GB for browse material. 
Using Raided IDE storage this will cost about 30,000 Euros including the servers to put the drives in - one for each team and one shared one.
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Technologies and platforms

• Pentium-III and Athlon CPUs
• Fast Ethernet and ATM switched networking
• RAIDed and non-RAIDed IDE & SCSI disks
• PCI cards for essence I/O

– MPEG-1 video & audio capture
– MPEG-2 video & PCM audio capture 
– MPEG-2 video & PCM audio output

• Software MPEG-2 encoder & decoder in development
• NT & Linux versions of CORBA service components
• NT-based client applications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some of the technologies and platforms we've used in the project.
General purpose PCs with standard processors and motherboards are used for both workstation and server machines.
We’ve used both 100 Mb/s Ethernet and 155 Mb/s ATM networks - the lower cost of Ethernet means we are concentrating on this now. Similarly,servers generally use raided IDE as it's significantly cheaper than SCSI and the performance isn't much different.
We have looked at a range of PCI cards for MPEG and PCM audio input and output. We’re also looking at all-software encoding and decoding solutions – useful where, for instance for a Transcoding Service that converts to a format suitable for playout
We have both NT and Linux versions of serveral of the services (e.g. Content Server), although the applications only run on Windows.
 And we’re looking to move to a software player that supports multiple formats via AAF and runs on multiple platforms.

*** 15 MINUTES TO HERE ***
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Standards

Standards needed for the building blocks, allowing 
innovation at the application level:

• IT world
– OMG, IEEE, IETF, etc.

• System control
– SMPTE WG on Advanced System Control Architecture
– Pro-MPEG Networking and Control group

• Content formats
– Advanced Authoring Format
– Material eXchange Format

• Metadata
– SMPTE UMID, Dictionary, etc.
– EBU P/Meta

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now a little about relevant standardisation work.
In the computer world there tends to be a lot of de facto standards  at the application level - for example new web browser features. This is perhaps one reason for the rapid growth of the IT industry. But lower down, a full range of standards exist for the basic building blocks. Examples include standards for network hardware and protocols from the IEEE and IETF, and middleware standards from the OMG.
In the broadcasting arena, there's relevant work going on in a number of areas. 
SMPTE is defining a model for object-based control, that's taking input from the ORBIT project and from DS-CC, a system developed by an American HDTV research project.
The Pro-MPEG Forum is working on interoperability demonstations based on the SMPTE model.
The AAF Association is standardising the Advanced Authoring Format. This is a metadata rich format for the exchange of multimedia between content creators. Compatible with this is Pro-MPEG's Material eXchange Format, for interchange of finished material.
SMPTE is producing standards for representation of metadata, including the UMID, and a metadata dictionary. The EBU is producing a model for metadata that broadcasters need to use.
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ORBIT activities

• Initial production demonstrator
– Intake, search and browse edit applications

• Enhanced software in development
– Applications
– Metadata model
– Middleware layer
– FTP
– Essence Cacheing

• Integration with commercial systems
– BBC desktop applications
– AAF-based online editor
– Asset management system
– Play-to-air servers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the first stage of the project, we developed a cut-down version of the production area, with fairly simple applications for intake, search and browsing, and a small metadata model. The applications are now being enhanced considerably, and a full metadata model being added. The middleware layer is being improved in many ways - for instance to make more use the multi-tier aproach, and other   transport mechanisms for the essence are being integrated - in particular FTP. We will also be making more use of local cacheing of material to prevent unnecessary network traffic when production staff keep accessing the same material.
There is also a lot of work going on in conjunction with manufacturers of existing systems and desktop applications, and here the work on standards is particularly important.
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Conclusions

• Use commodity IT hardware for essence
– Same IT system for essence and metadata
– Efficient management of media assets
– Access to programme content at desktop

• ORBIT is developing set of inter-connected networks

• Enabling technologies
– Object middleware
– Long-GOP compression
– Wrappers

• Working with manufacturers and standards bodies

www.bbc.co.uk/orbit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the first stage of the project, we developed a cut-down version of the production area, with fairly simple applications for intake, search and browsing, and a small metadata model. The applications are now being enhanced considerably, and a full metadata model being added. The middleware layer is being improved in many ways - for instance to make more use the multi-tier aproach, and other   transport mechanisms for the essence are being integrated - in particular FTP. We will also be making more use of local cacheing of material to prevent unnecessary network traffic when production staff keep accessing the same material.
There is also a lot of work going on in conjunction with manufacturers of existing systems and desktop applications, and here the work on standards is particularly important.
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